
How Preset Quickly Achieved 
Scalability with ServiceRocket 

Preset leveraged ServiceRocket to quickly provide cross-regional 
support and increased resolved-ticket volume

Challenge

Solution

Outcome

After its initial launch, Preset needed to quickly increase its capacity for 
resolving support tickets around the clock while maintaining its standard of 
quality customer service.

ServiceRocket provided Preset with a dedicated team and the technical know-
how and support hours to rapidly meet their growing needs, particularly in Asian 
and European markets.

Working with ServiceRocket, Preset shortened its time on tickets by six days, 
increased its capacity for ticket volume, reduced its number of tickets per 
customer, and extended its hours in various regions.
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Challenge

Solution

Following its launch, Preset was faced with meeting increasing support needs as its 
customer base grew, not only within its existing markets but also globally, reaching 
Asian and European markets. These increasing support needs meant the company 
had to become scalable – fast.

Preset needed help to build knowledgeable support teams, define effective standard 
operating procedures (SOPs), grow its customer success team, and provide close to 
24/7 customer care.

Moreover, being a startup, the company needed to achieve all of this on a budget.

Sunny Xu
Director of Technical Customer Engagement

To help Preset scale up its support experience in multiple regions quickly 
and affordably, ServiceRocket provided its highly technical personnel to act 
as dedicated resources. 

ServiceRocket pulled from its experienced and globally-distributed team to 
give Preset a qualified team lead and support engineers who could ramp up 
quickly and solely focus on supporting the team.

With dedicated help from ServiceRocket, Preset had the know-how and 
support it needed to develop its teams and procedures to provide customers 
with a consistently exceptional support experience in multiple regions up to 
20 hours a day, five days a week.

“It was very important for us to have extended support hours 
and increased support capacity.”

“Our support experience is a differentiator for our products 
and I want to win customers over because they find us to be the 
most helpful team for them.”

“I think ServiceRocket really shines in having a globally-
distributed team, having the right certified expertise on 
the team, and having multiple models of support.”

Sunny Xu
Director of Technical Customer Engagement
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Outcome Preset met its need for rapid scalability and market growth, through its 
successful partnership with ServiceRocket. As a result of the partnership, 
Preset achieved the following:

Reduced ticket 
resolution time 
by six days.

Decreased 
contract rate by 
about 40%.

Increased ticket 
volume capacity 
by 25%.

Increased 
support hours 
by 122%.

“ I was not able to find other solutions that provided a 
similar level of support-ticket capacity with the locations 
and the hours at the price that ServiceRocket provided. ”

Preset is a modern cloud-based data visualization and exploration platform 
powered by Apache Superset, the leading open-source analytics tool. Preset 
delivers a simple, yet powerful interface to quickly visualize and analyze your 
data, empowering everyone in your organization to easily draw and share 
insights through interactive charts and dashboards. 

Visit www.preset.io to learn more.

About Preset

Tech-enabled Managed Services that Make You, 
and Your Customers, Smile

CONTACT US

Sunny Xu
Director of Technical Customer Engagement

http://www.preset.io
https://www.servicerocket.com/managed-services-home

